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Inorganic mass spectrometric techniques and methods for direct solid analysis are widely required to
obtain valuable information about the multi-elemental spatial distribution of the major and trace
constituents and/or isotope ratio information of a sample in a wide variety of solid specimens, including
environmental wastes, biological samples, geochemical materials, coatings and semiconductors. The
increasing need to characterize complex materials in industry (e.g. production control and quality
assurance processes), and in different fields of science is forcing the development of various inorganic
mass spectrometric methods for direct solid chemical analysis. These methods allow the
characterization of solid materials both in bulk and in spatially resolved analysis (with lateral and/or indepth resolution). This review critically discusses the analytical performance, capabilities, pros and
cons, and trends of laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS),
secondary ion (neutral) mass spectrometry (SIMS/SNMS), and glow discharge mass spectrometry
(GD-MS) because they represent the most widespread and powerful inorganic mass spectrometric
methods currently further improved and applied for the direct characterization of solids.
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achieve ‘‘total’’ characterization of solids at time-scales of their
production. In this sense, the use of mass spectrometric methods,
such as laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS), glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS), and secondary ion (neutral) mass spectrometry (SIMS/
SNMS), for the direct analysis of solid materials provides some
unique analytical advantages.1–3 For instance, direct solid analysis techniques do not require complicated sample-preparation
procedures and, also, avoid dissolution/digestion as one of the
most time-consuming sample preparation procedures prior to
analysis, which is associated with the risk of sample contamination, analyte loss, and the loss of spatial information.
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Introduction
In many fields of industry and science, the production control
and quality assurance processes are increasingly demanding fast,
precise, and accurate characterization of solid specimens with
high detection capabilities at high spatial resolution in order to
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Table 1 Summary of the processes that take place in the evaluated mass spectrometric methods

Aerosol Formation
Atomization
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Ionization

GD-MS

LA-ICP-MS

SIMS

SNMS

—
During the sputtering process
by discharge gas ion
bombardment
Within the GD plasma

Laser-induced
Within the inductively
coupled plasma

—
During the sputtering process
by ion bombardment

—
During the sputtering process
by ion bombardment

Moreover, the use of mass analysers to separate the analyte ions
provides multi-element capabilities with relatively simple spectra
(most of the elements of the periodic table can be determined),
isotopic information, and low limits of detection, which are the
principal advantages of mass spectrometric methods in
comparison to optical spectrometry techniques.
The analytical performance of inorganic mass spectrometric
methods for the direct analysis of solid materials is close related
to the evaporation or ablation, atomization and ionization
processes, which are essential processes to generate analyte ions
that will be introduced into the mass analyzer. In particular, the
spatial and temporal distributions of these processes and their
use as primary or secondary information have a major influence
on the detection capabilities. The analyte ions can be obtained
after a first evaporation/atomization step (e.g. laser-induced
evaporation, or electron/ion bombardment in a glow discharge
plasma) followed by an ionization step, or could be obtained by
direct ionization (e.g. ionization during the sputtering process,
ionization in an Ar plasma, or direct laser ionization). In this
sense, it is possible to distinguish between two fundamentally
different principles to generate analyte ions which are based on: i)
the simultaneous evaporation/atomization and ionization
processes within one step (such as in SIMS), and ii) the ‘‘postionization’’ (e.g. SNMS, GDMS, and LA-ICP-MS), where the
evaporation/atomization processes are separated in time and
space from the ionization step. Accordingly to the second principle, it is possible to optimize the sampling and ionization
processes separately and, therefore, it could be concluded that
these techniques provide the general possibility to be matrixindependent, resulting in a better suitability for non-matrix
matched calibration approaches.4 A summary of the processes
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Laser-induced or electronbombardment

taking place in the different mass spectrometric methods is given
in Table 1.
Basically, all three inorganic mass spectrometric techniques
consist of three major components: i) the ion source for the
evaporation, atomization, and ionization of the sample, ii) the
mass analyzer, where the ions are extracted from the ion source
and are separated according to their mass to charge ratio (e.g.
quadrupole (Q), time-of-flight (TOF), or double focusing
magnetic sector field (SF)), and iii) the ion detection system.5 At
present, faraday cups and ion multipliers (e.g. Multi Channel
Plate Detectors) are widely used in commercial mass spectrometers for ion detection.6–8 The type of mass analyzer used together
with the different sampling and ionization sources directly
influences the analytical characteristics, applications, and costs
of the technique. The main differences between the mass spectrometers are their sensitivities, background intensities, and
linear dynamic range (LDR). Currently, sector field-MS instruments provide the highest sensitivity and the highest linear
dynamic range, between 11 to 12 orders of magnitude.9
Additionally, the mass analyzer determines the mass resolving
power, which influences the capability to resolve different spectral interferences.10 Currently, sector field mass analyzers (GDSFMS and ICP-SFMS) provide a mass resolving power in the
range of 3500 to 12,000.11 However, the combination of quadrupole mass analyzers together with multi-pole (hexapole, octapole, etc.) collision/reaction cells has enormously improved the
analytical performance of these instruments and different polyatomic interferences that would require a much higher mass
resolution can be resolved.12 Furthermore, the type of mass
spectrometer determines the acquisition speed of a full mass
spectrum. Whereas TOF mass spectrometers allow the simultaneous sampling and fast sequential detection of ions (20–30
kHz), the acquisition speed of quadrupole and sector field mass
spectrometers are limited by the number of isotopes of interest or
the required magnet jumps to reach all the isotopes. Developments in sector field (fast field generator) improved the acquisition speed for transient signals, with similar capabilities as
known for quadrupole instruments.13
One of the main drawbacks of most of the solid sampling
techniques is the need to calibrate with solid samples of known
composition. The lack of appropriate standard or certified
reference materials (SRM and CRM, respectively) for a wide
variety of samples of interest can restrict the accurate and precise
quantitative applications of these techniques. Although qualitative and semi-quantitative analyses are very common in direct
solid mass spectrometric techniques, suitable and general applicable calibration strategies for quantitative analysis remain still
an unsolved challenge for a large number of samples. So far,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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different calibration strategies have been developed, including
the preparation of in-house calibration samples using doped
pressed powders,14 the fusion of powdered reference materials
into glass,15 the direct ion implantation of a known dose of the
element of interest into a matrix-matched substrate,16 etc.
Nevertheless, some of these calibration strategies are not fulfilling a second requirement on reference materials, which
includes the homogeneity of the elements in the solid sample or
the roughness of the sample surface. The use of isotope dilution
mass spectrometry (ID-MS),17 and non-matrix matched calibration approaches (solid–solid and liquid–solid)18 have been
reported in the literature with promising results, but the real
potential of these strategies is still under investigation.19

Discussion
Laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
The combination of laser ablation (LA) technique and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) represents one of the most modern and powerful methods for the
direct determination of the elemental composition and isotope
ratios in solids. Since its introduction in 1985 by Gray20 a wide
variety of successful applications have been reported, especially
in those fields where high spatial resolution analysis accompanied with high sensitivity is required. The fundamental principle
of the LA-ICP-MS technique has remained the same over the last
24 years. A short-pulsed, high power laser beam is focused or
imaged onto the sample surface in an inert gas atmosphere under
normal pressure, within an airtight ablation cell. The interaction
between the laser beam and the sample leads to an aerosol
formation of the solid. A carrier gas flushes through the ablation
cell and transports the particle-containing aerosol into the ICPMS, where it is vaporized, atomized, and ionized.21 In general,
sample introduction in ICP-MS is realized using argon. In
contrast, the carrier gas through the ablation cell in LA-ICP-MS
has been replaced by helium due to a significant (3–5 times)
enhanced particle transport, resulting in increased sensitivity.22
Specific expansion phenomena of aerosols generated by LA
under helium and argon atmosphere have been observed:
‘‘vertical’’ expansion in helium versus ‘‘horizontal’’ expansion in
argon.23,24 Moreover, aerosols are captured in symmetric vortices
when striking a solid boundary during their kinetic stage of
expansion. Only minor losses of around 1% were observed when
the aerosols got in contact with the inner walls of the ablation
cells operated at atmospheric pressures.
Today’s success of LA-ICP-MS in direct solid analysis is
partially related to the technological progress in lasers and ICPMS instrumentation and, therefore, it should be stated that the
capabilities of LA-ICP-MS depend most dominantly on the laser
used for sampling with respect to the sample matrix and on the
general mechanism of particle vaporization, ionization and ion
sampling within an ICP. Therefore, no generally applicable
protocols can be suggested for the wide variety of samples that
are currently investigated by means of LA-ICP-MS.
General capabilities. LA-ICP-MS allows trace and ultra trace
element analysis at high lateral and depth resolution (few mm and
hundreds of nm, respectively).25,26 Moreover, the sampling process
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

is not limited to the physical and chemical properties of the
materials of interest and, therefore, a wide variety of samples such
as conducting, non-conducting, hard, soft, and coated solids can
be directly analyzed.27–30 All the samples just need to fulfil one
general requirement; they must be kept in a stable form (e.g. solid
or pressed powder and dry or cooled–frozen)31For instance, LAICP-MS has been applied as a spectrochemical technique for
provenance and forensic studies (e.g., the chemical analysis of
debris found at crime scenes and on the clothes of suspects).32 In
this sense, international collaborations (e.g., the European Unionfunded global network on Natural Isotopes and Trace Elements in
Criminalistics and Environmental Forensics (NITE-CRIME))33
are highly required to develop approved and tested analytical
methods, which could be used in front of the court of law. In
particular, the main objective of the NITE-CRIME interlaboratory tests was to cross-validate the different combinations of laser
ablation systems with different ICP-MS instruments.34 Extensive
discussion among the laboratories and the production of new glass
reference standards established an improved analytical protocol,
demonstrating that LA-ICP-MS can deliver absolute quantitative
measurements on major, minor and trace elements in float glass
samples for forensic and other purposes.
Quantitative analysis can be realized using an external
standard (e.g. using matrix-matched and non-matrix matched
calibrations).35 Furthermore, although the ablation rate is
matrix-dependent and, therefore, requires an internal standard,36
alternative quantification strategies, where all matrix elements
are used for internal standardization, have been recently reported.37,38 On the other hand, it is well known that limits of
detection in LA-ICP-MS are a function of background signal,
counting time per element, and sensitivity; this latter depending
on the amount of ablated material (i.e., on the spot size, laser
energy and laser frequency). For instance, a simple, rapid and
sensitive method has been recently developed for the routine
analysis of trace elements on sediments and soils by ultraviolet
ns-LA-ICP-MS.39 In particular, two independent proficiency
tests for trace metals in soils were conducted to compare the
performance of the method versus conventional digestion ICP
and Atomic Absorption methods. An overall bias between 8 and
15% was found, depending on the sample, while the overall
precision was found to be better than 5% RSD for all samples.
Limits of detection were as low as 0.01 mg kg1.
The precision of LA-ICP-MS measurements is mainly dominated by the concentration of the analyte in the sample, as well
as, by its heterogeneity within the sample and within the standards, in relationship to the internal standard.40,41 Accuracy in
LA-ICP-MS depends on precision and on all other parameters of
aerosol sampling, aerosol transport, and aerosol excitation.
Most commonly LA-ICP-MS measurements are compared to
bulk analysis, which made the validation of this technique difficult, and a general value for the accuracy obtained by LA-ICPMS cannot be given. In addition, it could be stated that the major
limitation in terms of accuracy and precision in LA-ICP-MS is
given by the standard reference materials which are mainly
certified using bulk techniques and, therefore, are not necessarily
homogeneous on the micro-scale.42,43
Critical comments on LA-ICP-MS. One of the main limitations
of LA-ICP-MS, and basically of all laser-based sampling
J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2009, 24, 1145–1160 | 1147
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techniques, is the occurrence of non-stoichiometric effects in the
transient signals, defined as elemental fractionation.44 All
processes involved in LA-ICP-MS (the aerosol formation
process, the transport of the aerosol into the ICP, and the
conversion of the aerosol into ions within the ICP may potentially alter the stoichiometric composition of the laser-generated
aerosol depending on the chemical and physical properties of the
elements, resulting in unknown contributions to elemental or
isotopic fractionation effects.6,45,46 Fig. 1 shows a schematic
overview of the interactive parameters in LA-ICP-MS and their
influence on quantitative analysis. The ‘‘Golden rules’’ summarize the suggested optimum conditions as a function of the type
of material being analyzed.4
Three different types of laser-induced fractionation have been
described for laser ablation: i) fractionation through preferential
evaporation of volatile elements into the carrier gas,47 ii) particlesize-related elemental fractionation,48 and iii) laser-induced
isotopic fractionation.49 Therefore, there are several reasons for
elemental and isotopic fractionation effects (e.g. preferential
vaporization of elements (or isotopes) from the sample, failure of
large particles to be transported to the ICP, or incomplete
vaporization of large particles that manage to reach the ICP
source). Additionally, since all processes are successive and
resulting in one signal their individual contributions are difficult
to distinguish.
The experimental parameters used for the LA process determine the amount, the composition, and the particle-size distribution of the aerosol released for a given sample, so the influence
of such parameters has been widely investigated in recent years to
better understand and to minimize the limitations of LA-ICPMS.50 Most of the work carried out so far has been focused on
the wavelengths related sampling process (infrared versus ultraviolet wavelengths), the pulse duration (nanosecond versus
femtosecond LA), the LA carrier gas (Ar versus He or Ne), and
the LA cell design, as significant parameters that play important
roles in aerosol formation.4 Although no significant changes have

Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the interactive parameters in LA-ICP-MS
and their influence on quantitative analysis. The ‘‘Golden rules’’
summarize the suggested optimum conditions as a function of the type of
material being analyzed (reprinted with permission from Mass Spectrometry Reviews, 2008, 27, 609).
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been made on the well-established ICP source, new instrumental
developments both on the MS and on the laser side always yield
new insights and applications. The developments performed in
the laser area have mainly been driven in two directions: shorter
wavelengths and shorter pulses.51,52 Both aimed at unifying the
idea of more efficient and defined use of the laser-pulse energy
delivered onto the sample for stoichiometric aerosol generation.
The proper choice of laser parameters such as the fluence (laser
energy per unit area), pulse duration, and wavelength are
defining the size, the size distribution, and the composition of the
ablated particles.53,54 For instance, conditions for non-matrix
matched calibration prevail if LA is accomplished within a fluence range that favours the convergence of elemental ratios to
asymptotic values. These conditions are achieved for fluences
well above the material dependent threshold of LA. Fig. 2 shows
a 66Zn/65Cu-, and 208Pb/65Cu-specific calibration study on glass
and brass samples using an ultraviolet-femtosecond-LA-ICPMS
system. Deviation of measured and theoretical ratio values were
found to continuously drop within the medium and high fluence
range, eventually falling below 40 and 5%, respectively.28
We next present a detailed description of the most relevant
parameters governing the quality of analysis as well as several
applications to illustrate the performances and limitations in
LA-ICP-MS analysis.
Particle-size distribution and fractionation effects. Knowledge
about aerosol particle sizes in laser-generated aerosols and
fundamental understanding of aerosol formation and particle
transport are important aspects to better understand and
improve LA-ICP-MS analysis. Analytical performance of laser
ablation using ICP-MS detection is significantly influenced by
the particle size distribution of the generated aerosol since the
chemical composition, transport efficiency and decomposition of
the aerosol within the ICP are closely related to the size of the
aerosol particles. For instance, full vaporization or ionization
within the ICP can not be achieved for particles bigger than
a certain critical size which depends on the material.55–57 As has
been widely reported, the thermal character of the laser ablation

Fig. 2 Deviation of theoretical and experimental ratio values of
66
Zn/65Cu and 208Pb/65Cu, measured on brass and glass samples using an
UV-fs-LA-ICPMS system at different laser fluences (reprinted with
permission from J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2006, 21, 932).
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process might lead to the formation of agglomerates and molten
spherical particles of different sizes (broad particle size distribution)58–60 in dependence on the wavelength.61 For instance, in
the case of silicate and oxide samples, higher absorptivity of the
sample and smaller particles of the induced aerosol are obtained
using shorter wavelengths (e.g. ultraviolet-LA). The utilization
of femtosecond laser pulses probably represents the most
promising instrumental advancement to enable the production of
ultra-fine aerosol particles from a wide variety of samples. For
instance, fs-LA of brass was found to produce larger agglomerates composed of small and narrowly distributed particle sizes,
time ns-LA generated a wide range of particle as large as several
micrometers in diameter.53 How much wavelength dependence
remain for fs lasers is currently unknown on a wide variety of
samples with different absorption behaviours.
Typical laser ablation systems with pulse durations of a few
nanoseconds (e.g. Nd:YAG (5 ns) and ArF excimer (15 ns)
lasers) promote the formation of a so-called ‘‘heat-affected zone’’
around the laser spot, which is caused by thermal diffusion into
the solid sample. As a consequence, fractionation effects due to
material redistribution can take place even if the local temperature accumulated during the laser-matter interaction is intense
enough to evaporate the most refractory elements. In contrast to
ns laser systems, during femtosecond laser ablation the pulse
duration falls below the thermal relaxation time (10 ps),62
which is the time needed to transfer the absorbed pulse energy
from heated electrons to the lattice, thus, reducing thermal
effects even for materials with high thermal diffusivity. This
means that the affected material is fully removed with no or
minimal damage to the surrounding area. Therefore, fs-laser
sampling is able to provide chemical information with high
spatial resolution and sensitivity.26 However, a pure comparison
of thermal relaxation times does not take into account the
correlation of heat diffusion and evaporation rate of molten
material, which was recently found to be strongly fluencedependent.63
Additionally to the pulse duration, the laser wavelength and
fluence determine the ablation rate, and these parameters are
difficult to separate in their contributions to fractionation effects.
The use of shorter wavelengths (changing from visible and
infrared to today’s dominant ultraviolet wavelengths such as 266
nm, 213 nm, and 193 nm)28,64 and the use of shorter pulse
durations (changing from ns to fs), represent the most promising
instrumental advancements due to their demonstrated advantages in the LA behaviour.50,65 On the other hand, it should be
stated that the optimum value for the laser energy per unit area
can significantly change depending on the sample of interest.
In this sense, Koch et al.66 investigated the analysis of multicomponent silicate glasses by fs-LA-ICP-MS showing that stoichiometric aerosols for opaque glasses can be obtained in a
fluence range above 5 J/cm2 while fluences below 5 J/cm2 usually
resulted in stronger differences from the bulk composition
(indicating intensified fractionation during the LA process).
Nevertheless, in contrast to the analysis of dielectric samples,
a fluence value of about 5 J/cm2 should not be exceeded for the
analysis of metallic specimens, due to the occurrence of intensified production of mm particles and, consequently, the presence
of elemental fractionation effect.54 Therefore, it could be
concluded that careful optimization of experimental conditions
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

will be necessary in every specific application to obtain accurate
and precise results.
Matrix effects. The existence of a significant matrix effect
depending on the mass load of the ICP is another source of
fractionation in LA-ICP-MS that should be considered in the
quantification procedure. Kroslakova and G€
unther67 have
recently demonstrated that the mass load enhanced matrix effect
is element dependent and most severe for elements with low
boiling points (e.g. Cu, Zn, Ag, Cd, and Pb). The induction of
matrix effects independently of the ablation process indicated
that elements (Cu, Zn, Cd, Pb, and U), previously described to be
dominantly influenced by laser-induced elemental fractionation,
undergo significant ICP-induced matrix effects. These matrix
effects were mass load dependent and for most elements exceed
the contribution of laser-induced fractionation. Moreover,
although it was shown that matrix effects become less severe
using aerosol dilution, it should be emphasized that the order of
magnitude of such effects might differ from matrix to matrix.
Similarly, the vaporization and ion generation of different
elements (in elemental form and as oxides) takes place in
different zones of the plasma, even for a narrow and small
particle size distribution. As a consequence, the ion sampling
efficiency will then also be different for various mass loads. This
fact is more critical in LA-ICP-MS because this technique
commonly relies on one internal standard, which is not suitable
for correcting mass load dependent matrix effects as well as the
element dependent ion sampling efficiency into the mass spectrometer, especially when ions are generated within different
zones of the plasma. Therefore, accurate quantitative analysis by
LA-ICP-MS can only be carried out by using the same crater
diameters and ablation times for the standards and the samples.
Furthermore, it needs to be mentioned that a similar absorptivity
of the sample of interest and the standards will not only provide
a similar particle size distribution, but also a similar mass load of
the plasma.
Calibration strategies. Recent applications of fs-LA-ICP-MS
pointed the analytical characteristics and excellent capabilities of
this technique for quantitative analysis of different solid matrices
(e.g. brass, stainless steel, aluminium, and silicate glasses).27,35,68
Matrix and non-matrix matched quantitative analysis showed
that improved analytical performance in terms of precision and
accuracy was achieved using shorter laser-pulse durations.
Although the use of silicate reference materials as calibration
standards has proved in the past to be a feasible way of quantification for a wide variety of matrices, especially oxides,69,70
different calibration strategies are currently being investigated to
enable multi-matrix calibrations with adequate accuracy using
ultra-fast femtosecond laser pulses and ultraviolet wavelengths.35,28 Additionally, it should be stressed that the use of
isotope dilution mass spectrometry in combination with LAICP-MS allows the accurate, precise, and time-effective quantitative analysis of trace elements in powdered samples using
different isotope dilution calibration strategies (e.g. on-line,71
solid-spiking,72,73 and in-cell74 isotope dilution analysis). In
contrast to other calibration procedures, if a homogeneous
distribution of both isotopically enriched spike and analyte is
achieved, the analytical results are not affected by signal drifts,
J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2009, 24, 1145–1160 | 1149
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matrix effects, or analyte losses and, thus, the application of
isotope dilution in LA-ICP-MS can correct for some common
fractionation and matrix effects that cannot be controlled using
other calibration strategies. Drawbacks associated to the use of
isotopic dilution methods include the high price of the spikes and
the non-applicability of this method to all the elements.
Depth-profiling analysis. Depth profile resolution is generally
affected by the shape of the craters produced by laser ablation.
Non-uniform crater shapes (convex or concave bottoms), which
are usually produced by a non-completely homogenized laser
beam, and strong laser-induced surface roughness result in
a limited depth resolution due to the fact that sample material
from different layers can be simultaneously ablated.26,4 Moreover, the depth resolution of real LA-ICP-MS systems is also
limited by the pulse mixing and signal tailing induced by the
aerosol transportation (sample material originating from
different depths will enter the plasma simultaneously).75 In this
sense, it could be stated that the use of low volume ablation cells
is crucial to provide optimum signal to background ratios.
Recently, the capabilities of UV-fs-LA-ICP-MS have been
demonstrated for high (sub-micrometer) depth resolution, tested
on thin metal coatings.25 The use of low laser fluences (0.4 J/cm2)
together with a low laser repetition rate (1 Hz) was found to
provide very small ablation rates (<6 nm/pulse), which corresponded to only 60 atomic layers per shot. Additionally, the fast
ion signal decay obtained with a special low volume ablation cell
(HEAD cell)76 indicated that the transport system plays a minor
role in limiting the depth profiling capabilities, whereas the
degradation of depth resolution was mainly related to the
formation of non-ideal concave craters caused by a non-uniform
(Gaussian) laser beam profile.
Another limitation preventing accurate and precise depth
profile analysis is the element-selective, non-reproducible ablation. It has been observed that elemental fractionation becomes
significant for some elements (e.g., Zn, Pb) when the depth (>200
mm)/diameter ratio of the ablation crater is >6.77
Trends. As has been previously reported, in order to reduce
fractionation effects, a narrow particle size distribution for the
laser-generated aerosol is strongly required and, also, the aerosol
composition should represent the stoichiometric composition of
the sample. State-of-the-art fs-LA exhibits excellent analytical
performance in comparison with ns-LA, as fs-LA provides
accurate and precise results in a wide range of applications, not
only in geological and material sciences but also in some further
specific fields (e.g. biological and medical applications).27,78,79
The use of fs laser radiation allows the direct analysis of solid
samples with a less laser-induced elemental fractionation
although, as has been reported by Koch and G€
unther,80 minor
variations of the small flow of material (ng/s) into the ICP
could induce mass load matrix effects, which might result in
inaccurate quantifications. Therefore, fs-LA without considering
the wavelength effects on particle size distribution for a wide
variety of differently absorbing matrices, further studies on
aerosol expansion, and further investigations on the role of
agglomerates in the vaporization efficiency within the ICP, will
not be the solution for accurate analysis. Furthermore, the ICP
itself remains an unsolved problem when introducing micro- or
1150 | J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2009, 24, 1145–1160

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the influence of matrix and aerosol
mass flow on the element-specific ionization efficiency of the ICP.
Vertical dashed lines indicate the current working range of LA-ICP-MS
(Reprinted with permission from Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 2007, 387, 149).

nano-particles. The vaporization efficiency in dependence on
particle size, composition, and residence time with respect to the
position of completeness, will be most important for congruent
ion sampling. As long as particles will not behave completely like
micro-droplets, LA-ICP-MS will remain matrix dependent. It
has been suggested that in order to overcome this problem, we
need to push the working range of LA-ICP-MS to stationary
conditions by either minor or excessive mass loading (see Fig. 3),
making use of low-energy laser ablation, aerosol dilution, or
supplementary entrainment of aspirated liquids.80 In particular,
excessive mass loading based on simultaneous liquid aspiration
(wet plasma) can help to perform more reliable analyses of laserproduced aerosols, but at the expense of an increased oxide
formation rate and polyatomic interferences.81 Moreover, recent
modelling studies using advanced computational fluid dynamics
techniques could be considered as a promising approach to
improve LA-ICP-MS analytical performance.82–84

Glow discharge mass spectrometry
Glow discharge (GD) analytical plasmas have gained importance
as atomization and ionization sources for mass spectrometry
(MS) due to the capability of these low-pressure plasmas to
generate ionic populations directly from the solid samples.85 A
GD plasma is initiated when applying a high potential (kV)
between two electrodes containing a discharge gas (usually pure
noble gases such as Ar and He). The discharge gas is electrically
broken down to form electrons and positive ions which are
accelerated towards the cathode surface. Release of cathode
material into the gas phase (sputtering process) is achieved due to
the bombardment of the cathode surface by positive ions and fast
atoms with sufficient energy. The sputtered material may follow
an extensive list of collisional processes in the plasma, highlighting collisions with energetic electrons (electron excitation
and ionization), collisions with discharge gas metastable species
(Penning ionization and excitation) and collision with discharge
gas ions (Asymmetric charge transfer).86,87 The most common
mode of operation in GD spectrometry is the application of
a direct current (dc) voltage, as it has been demonstrated to be
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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a rapid and easy-to-handle technique for the elemental analysis
of electrically conducting samples.88 Nevertheless, the increased
use of radiofrequency (rf) powered glow discharges has broadened GD applications to the analysis of non-conductive samples
due to their ability to sputter both conducting and insulating
materials.89 The atomization and ionization processes in GD are
separated in space and time, resulting in only minor variations in
relative sensitivities, and in little matrix dependence, so quantification is possible without the absolute need for matrix-matched
standards. Moreover, GD-MS is a valid concept as it embraces
the speed of GD-Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) with
the exceptional MS detection capabilities (including isotopic
information).
General capabilities. The application of glow discharge devices
as primary spectrochemical sources for direct solid elemental
analysis in mass spectrometry is increasing because they offer
several important advantages, such as a high depth resolution
(nm), fast sputtering rate (in the order of mm/min), multielement capabilities (most of the elements of the periodic table
can be determined), isotopic information in a relatively simple
spectrum, low matrix effects, low limits of detection (in the range
of mg/g-ng/g), and ease of use. The significant features of rf-GDMS for depth-profiling analysis of coatings arise from the nature
of the sputtering mechanism in rf-GD, in which solid samples are
stably and reproducibly sputtered with Ar+ ions of very low
energy (<50 eV).88 The low Ar+ energies ensures that sputtering
proceeds without significant formation of altered layers, a very
important pre-requisite for successful depth profiling analysis of
thin films at high depth resolution.90–92 Additionally the development of modified Grimm-type GD ion sources for the analysis
of flat samples allows a high sample throughput.93 After sample
changing, the source is evacuated by a pump in less than
a minute, so the sample can be changed easily and rapidly.
Moreover, the cleaning process of the source is simple and can be
performed from the atmospheric-pressure side of the source.
Pulsed dc/rf GD-MS. The use of pulsed rf/dc GD sources offer
a real possibility for separating elemental and molecular excitations due to the temporal distribution of power (with time
domains called pre-peak, plateau, and afterglow).94 The pulsed
mode gives high instantaneous power, increasing the atomization, excitation, and ionization processes without inducing
thermal degradation of the sample, which is really beneficial for
sensitive materials.95–97 Pulsed-GD-MS shows an important
niche of applications, including the analysis of different metals in
the trace element range,98 analysis of non-conducting solids (e.g.
ceramics, glasses, and polymers),99 and analysis of coatings and
thin films with high depth resolution.6 For instance, Fig. 4 shows
molecular depth profiles of thin polymer films on silicon
substrates,100 and Fig. 5 shows a qualitative depth profile of an
ultra-thin Cr-delta layer (2 nm) embedded in a thin alumina
coating.6
Critical comments on GD-MS
Adequate crater shapes for depth profiling. Crater shapes with
a flat bottom and walls perpendicular to it are required to obtain
a high depth resolution in the analysis of coatings and thin films.
Nevertheless, optimum operating conditions to obtain adequate
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

crater shapes do not usually match the optimum conditions to
obtain the maximum sensitivity, thus, a compromise should be
considered. The characteristics of the crater shape depend on the
electric characteristics of the GD, such as the electrical potential
distribution in front of the cathode, which is influenced by the gas
flow distribution, the density and energy distribution of the
species bombarding the cathode, and the re-deposition of sputtered atoms at the cathode surface.101 These parameters are
closely related to the ion source design. In this sense, modelling of
the ion source has been used to study and optimize the operating
conditions in order to obtain a uniform sputtering rate over the
complete crater area.102 Furthermore, gas flow rate patterns are
of special importance in GD-MS because of their influence on
ion transport to the mass spectrometer. The special requirements
for the discharge gas flow could disturb the crater shape
producing crater profiles similar to that obtained with the socalled jet-enhanced sources.103 Temperatures of the cathode,
anode, and discharge gas, which are related to the secondary
electron emission yield, have also a strong influence on the
GD-MS results and they are often not known with accuracy.
Sample requirements. Although glow discharge sources can
offer depth profiling analysis with an excellent depth resolution,
one of the major limitations of this technique is the limited lateral
resolution. GD ion sources show restricted lateral resolutions in
the order of 1–8 mm,104 which are directly related to the size of
the sampling orifice. Therefore, solid samples have to fulfil
specific requirements on shape and dimensions. For instance,
non-flat samples (e.g. screws and tubes) are not suitable for direct
mounting on the GD source and require the development of
special fixing tools. Moreover, porous materials, such as foams
and certain ceramics, are difficult to handle because they are not
vacuum tight (usually the sample is used to seal the GD source).
Influence of small amounts of reactive impurities. The presence
of reactive impurities (e.g. hydrogen, nitrogen, or water vapour)
coming from the discharge gas, the GD source, or directly from
the sample, has been observed to have a large effect on the ion
production and sputtering rates in GD-MS analyses.105,106 It has
been reported that the sample sputtering rates decreased when
hydrogen was added to the discharge in spite of working at
constant applied electrical conditions.107 Moreover, the ion
intensities for the different species present in the discharge were
enhanced at increasing hydrogen concentrations up to 10%.
Similar studies have demonstrated that Ar + H2 spectra show
a severe, but selective, quenching of the ionization.108 In addition,
a common trend with nitrogen and oxygen addition is the
significant loss of the Ar and ArH ion signals.109 Thus, it should
be stated that the presence of reactive gases has to be seriously
taken into account in the quantification process (e.g. using
different corrections for the light elements). Such gases might be
able to produce serious alterations to the excitation and ionization mechanisms in the GD plasma and, hence, to the analytical
signals.
Absolute and relative sensitivity factors for quantification. The
low matrix dependence of GD-MS in comparison with other
solid state analytical techniques provides absolute sensitivity
factors which are matrix independent in a first approximation.
J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2009, 24, 1145–1160 | 1151
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Fig. 4 Typical pulsed-rf-GD-MS molecular depth profiles of thin (200 nm) polymer films, a) PMMA, b) PS c) PETi d) PAMS, on silicon substrates
(reprinted with permission from Rapid Communications in Mass Spectrom., 2009, 23, 549).

The absolute sensitivity factor of an isotope considers the ionization yield, the ion transport yield and the instrumental
parameters that affect the ion signal. This factor is calculated for
each isotope as the inverse of the slope of the calibration curve
(ion signal intensity versus content of the isotope in the sample
multiplied by the sputtering rate). Depth profile quantification of
conductive zinc coatings has been reported for GD-MS using
multi-matrix calibrations, due to the low matrix dependence.110
Morevoer, comparison of certified values of different reference
materials with the measured values based on calibrations with
pressed powder samples led to deviations less than 30% for most
of the considered examples.111 Usually, isotope absolute sensitivity factors are normalized to that of an internal standard
isotope in order to obtain the relative sensitivity factors
1152 | J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2009, 24, 1145–1160

(RSFs).112,113 Using this concept, the quantitative results in
stainless steel agreed with the certified values and showed fine
precision, for example R.S.D. of most elements were less than
3%, except several low content elements.114 Nevertheless, the
need to perform quantitative analyses by GD-MS with a higher
accuracy still requires the determination of matrix-matched
element-specific RSF, whenever suitable reference materials are
available. Additionally, the models and methods used to
compute quantitative depth profiles by GD-MS are at a primitive
stage in comparison to those developed for GD-OES analyses.
Coupling the GD to different mass analysers. Concerning the
coupling of GD sources to different types of mass analyzers, it
needs to be highlighted that the use of sector field and
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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interferences using the W mode (use of two reflection lenses);
however, the sensitivity is further reduced by at least one order of
magnitude.

Fig. 5 Pulsed-rf-GD-MS qualitative depth profile of ultra-thin Cr-delta
layer (2 nm) embedded at 40 nm from the surface of a thin alumina
coating (reprinted with permission from Surf. Interface Anal., 2006, 38,
292).

time-of-flight mass analyzers increased continuously during the
last years. GD-SFMS provides low limits of detection (ppb)
and high mass resolution (up to 10.000), and helps to overcome
problems of molecular species formed in the plasma which can
appear at the same nominal mass as the peaks of interest.
Nevertheless, the fact that all GD-SFMS systems are sequential
in nature is a serious limitation for the analysis of fast signals
(e.g. depth profiling studies). The number of elements that can be
monitored effectively is related to the duration of the transient
signal (e.g. related to the thickness of the coating and sputtering
rate). GD-SFMS instruments are currently the only GD-MS
commercially available and are manufactured by Thermo
Fischer Scientific with a fast-flow Grimm-type GD cell.
Alternatively, time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzers offer many
interesting features: (i) quasi-simultaneous detection of a large
mass range, from hydrogen to macro-molecules,115 (ii) higher
mass resolving power compared to a quadrupole MS,116 (iii)
lower cost compared to high resolution SFMS and (iv) high
spectral acquisition rate that allows the measurement of transient
ion signals.117 Taking into account these unique properties of
time-of-flight mass analyzers, the use of GD-TOFMS offers
great potential in the area of depth profiling analysis, especially
for thin layers where the composition of the sample changes
rapidly with time and the quasi-simultaneous multi-analyte
determination of many isotopes should be carried out at every
sample depth.118 However, the restricted sensitivity, dynamic
range and mass resolution of GD-TOFMS systems limit the
detection limits. The mass resolving power in the TOFMS could
be improved up to 5000 to overcome most of the H, C, O and Ar
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

Trends. Further development of radiofrequency sources as
well as the use of ‘‘fast flow’’ high powered sources is being
currently investigated to improve the analytical capabilities of
GD-MS and the sample throughput.119 The use of a fast flowing
glow discharge ion source allows high current, power, and
sputtering rate, increasing the intensity of the analytes and their
ratio to the water-derived ions.108,120 Moreover, the analytical
potential of modulated radiofrequency GD-TOFMS provides
a unique ‘‘multi-dimensional’’ analysis tool, allowing simultaneous elemental and molecular quantification, with low sensitivity (<ppm) and high depth resolution (below 5 nm) in
conductive and non-conductive thin layers, for most of the
elements of the periodic table. Although some investigations
have been previously conducted using a pulsed dc-GD coupled to
a TOF mass analyzer,121,122 it has been observed that pulsed
dc-GD considerably fragments the molecules, reducing the efficiency to obtain molecular information. Finally, it needs to be
highlighted that a novel chemical ionization source based on
GDs has been recently reported by Andrade et al.123,124 for
organic mass spectrometry. This new source uses a glow
discharge in the flowing afterglow mode for the generation of
excited species and ions, and can be considered as another new
technique in the field of ambient mass spectrometry. The species
generated by this atmospheric pressure GD are mixed with
ambient air to generate reagent ions, which are then used for the
ionization of gaseous organic compounds. A wide variety of
substances, both polar and nonpolar, can be ionized.
The dc-GD-SFMS, recently commercially available from
Thermo Fischer Scientific, has promoted the number of applications of this technique for the routine direct analysis of pure
conducting and semi-conducting bulk samples, including Ti, Al
and Si. On the other hand, the new prototypes of pulsed-rf-GDTOFMS will extend the application of this technique not only for
the analysis of conducting and non-conducting bulk materials
but also for the analysis of thin coatings, which is of substantial
interest in fields such as photovoltaic industry.
Secondary ion mass spectrometry and sputtered neutral mass
spectrometry
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and sputtered neutral
mass spectrometry (SNMS) represent the most powerful mass
spectrometric techniques for surface and depth profile analysis,
allowing the determination of element distributions on solid
sample surfaces at trace and ultra trace element contents.125–127
SIMS is based on the use of energetic primary ions (between 0.25
and 30 keV) to bombard a sample surface. Upon entering the
solid, the energy of the primary ions is transferred through
binary collisions to the atoms of the target. The target atoms are
then displaced from their original sites, colliding with other
target atoms and, thus, producing a collision cascade until the
transferred energy is insufficient to cause atom displacement.
Collision cascades that reach the surface may cause the ejection
of sample material from the very first atomic layers (sputtering
process). Most of these sputtered particles are neutral (secondary
J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2009, 24, 1145–1160 | 1153
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neutrals) but some are charged (secondary ions), and the range of
energies of such secondary ions is independent of the energy of
the primary ions and usually in the order of 10 eV. The secondary
ions of given polarity are then collected using adequate electrical
potentials, separated in a mass analyzer according to their mass
to charge ratio and, finally, detected. In the case of the SNMS,
the secondary ions are suppressed by a repeller voltage, whereas
the secondary neutrals are post-ionised (either in an argon
plasma, by electron impact ionization, or using a laser) and then
analysed in the mass spectrometer.128
General capabilitites. SIMS and SNMS allow depth profiling
analysis with a depth resolution in the low nanometre range (see
Fig. 6), and the analysis of element distributions on solid surfaces
with a lateral resolution in the sub-micron range.129 Lateral
resolution depends on the microbeam diameter and can be as low
as 20 nm for liquid metal ion guns (e.g. Ga+).130 Moreover,
nanoSIMS is an ultra high resolution chemical imaging facility
combining the sensitivity of a dynamic SIMS with a lateral
resolution of about 100nm. SIMS and laser post-ionization
SNMS show excellent properties to determine local inclusions in
solid samples as well as to evaluate the interdiffusion of elements
in thin coated systems of high interest (e.g. in new materials,
semiconductor industry and archaeological samples).131,132 These
techniques have been recently used to image and quantify targeted compounds, intrinsic elements, and molecules with
subcellular resolution in single cells of both cell cultures and
tissues (see Fig. 7 and 8).133 In this case, a finely focused primary
ion beam sweeps the sample in a raster pattern and, simultaneously, the secondary ion intensities are saved as a function of
beam position. Furthermore, SIMS has been successfully applied
for isotopic measurements in nuclear astrophysics applications.
In particular, nanoSIMS technology has recently extended the
isotopic studies to considerably smaller sample scales (500
nm). In this case, the primary beam path is strongly modified to
become co-axial with the secondary beam within the objective
column. This configuration imposes the use of primary ions of
opposite sign to those of the observed secondary ions. For
instance, Si- and Ca-Ti-isotopic compositions of presolar silicon

Fig. 6 Qualitative depth profile of thin coated glass (total thickness of
the multi-layers about 200 nm) obtained using the ToF-SIMS system.
Operating conditions: Sputtering area 20  20 mm2 using Ar+ (40 nA, 3
keV), concentric analysis area 5  5 mm2 using Bi+ (25 keV) (reprinted
with permission from J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2008, 23, 1239).
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carbide grains from supernovae have been determined using
nanoSIMS.134
Important aspects to be considered in SIMS and in SNMS
Primary ions beam. The process of bombardment of the
sample surface with energetic ions (sputtering process) alters
the composition and structure of the sample. The altered layer
will be probably enriched with implanted primary ions that will
be sputtered along with the matrix material. However, ion
implantation is not only considered as a drawback of SIMS and
SNMS spectrometric methods, since it can be used to enhance
ionisation efficiencies by orders of magnitude. The composition
of an altered layer is homogenised due to redistribution of
surface and sub-surface species by primary ions directly or within
the collision cascades. Therefore, the variations of the measured
intensities with the sputtering time do not necessarily reflect
changes in sample composition and, additionally, the ultimate
depth resolution is not the maximum depth from which
secondary ions can be emitted (a few atomic layers), but is limited
by the thickness of the altered layer (1–10 nm) comparable to the
penetration depth of primary ions (related to the ion energies).
Primary ions commonly use are Cs+, O2+, Ar+, Xe+, and Ga+
as well as the more recently reported Bi and Au cluster ions
(Aunz+, Binz+), and even C60+. In comparison with noble gas
primary ions (Ar+ and Xe+), the use of O2+ and Cs+ increases
the ionisation probability for species that tend to form cations
and anions, respectively. Moreover, Ga+ can be employed to
obtain extremely high lateral resolutions due to the finely
delivered focussed beams,135 and the new trends that include the
use of C60+ and Bi and Au clusters for the analysis of polymers
and biomolecules allow the improvement of yields in the
production of high molecular weight fragments. Energy of the
primary ions is close related to the achieved spatial resolution
and, thus, higher energies result in better focussed beams
(higher lateral resolution), and also in a higher sputtering rate
that improves the sensitivity but degrades the depth resolution.
Usually, the primary beam used for the sputtering process
exhibits a Gaussian intensity profile and, therefore, convex
craters are obtained. In this case, the secondary ions are
collected from different depths degrading the depth resolution.
In order to avoid this crater-shape effect, the primary beam is
rastered/scanned over an area (e.g. 400  400 mm2), but the
secondary ion intensities are only considered from the central,
flat area of the crater (e.g. 100  100 mm2).
Experimental requirements. SIMS can be operated in two
different modes, denoted as dynamic SIMS and static SIMS. In
dynamic SIMS, the number of incident ions exceeds the number
of surface atoms on the sample, leading mainly to elemental
information with high count rates, thus permitting trace analysis.
In contrast, static SIMS measurements are performed with
a number of incident ions (<1012 ions cm2) about one order of
magnitude less than the number of atoms at the surface of the
sample. In this case, the damage to the sample surface is minimized and ions are mainly emitted from the first atomic layers,
promoting also desorption of large fragments. However, count
rates are low and information is restricted to relatively abundant
species within the very superficial layers of the target. In both
cases, instrumental parameters need to be selected according to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Fig. 7 TOF-SIMS images, showing the elemental distribution of Na, Mg, K, and K/Na ratio, in a freeze-dried kidney tissue block. Additionally, ioninduced electron (IIE) and optical microscope images of the same sample area are displayed (reprinted with permission from Appl. Surf. Sci., 2006, 252,
6941).

Fig. 8 Laser-SNMS images, showing the elemental distribution of Na, K, and K/Na ratio, in cell cultures (reprinted with permission from Appl. Surf.
Sci., 2006, 252, 6941).

the most critical factors in the analysis (e.g. lateral resolution,
depth resolution, or sensitivity), and the optimal conditions
represent a compromise between those different factors.
All components of SIMS and SNMS systems are housed in an
ultra-high vacuum chamber and, thus, any substance that
contaminates the chamber of the instrument under the vacuum
conditions can not be analyzed within a reasonably short period
of time. Whereas the sample preparation usually takes a few
minutes in LA-ICP-MS and GD-MS analyses, in SIMS this time
could be as long as one night if the sample contains, for instance
a lot of water adsorbed. Furthermore, as a consequence of the
vacuum requirements in SIMS/SNMS, the sample throughput is
small compared to other direct solid analysis techniques such as
LA-ICP-MS or GD-MS. Nevertheless, thin depth profile analysis of a non-outgassing sample using dynamic SIMS with
quadrupole or magnetic sector analysers at optimised conditions
could be performed in tens of minutes. Both the samples and the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

sample holders should be handled with clean tweezers and
polyethylene gloves in order to avoid contamination of the
surface. For instance, typical silicone has a very low surface
tension and, thus, preferentially segregates on the sample surface.
Silicone is easily introduced by various materials such as oils,
greases, sealants, adhesives, surfactant, and medical devices and,
therefore, in the case of surface contamination, a strong signal
from silicone will be detected rather than a signal from the
sample.136 On the other hand, an additional requirement for the
analysis of poorly conducting samples is the use of an electron
gun to compensate the charge that builds up during ion
bombardment.
Coupling the ion probe to different mass analysers. Enhancing
of mass resolving power to improve precision and accuracy of
the analyses has been achieved by using various mass analyzers
(double focusing magnetic sector, quadrupole mass analyzer).
J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2009, 24, 1145–1160 | 1155
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However, only one specific ion image can be acquired at a time
using these ‘‘sequential’’ mass analyzers. This major restriction
has been very limiting in terms of in-depth resolution, and
sequential images of various species cannot be properly correlated. To overcome this difficulty time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer, which can record simultaneously all the secondary
ions formed over a wide mass range, has been used. Moreover,
TOF analyzers can correct for small differences in initial energy
and angle in order to achieve high mass resolution (>10000).
However, TOF analysis required a pulsed primary ion beam
usually delivering less energy than continuous sources, thus
strongly decreasing the secondary elemental ion yield but
allowing a better collection of molecular ions. Therefore, TOFSIMS instruments show important advantages in the analysis of
molecular compounds in comparison to quadrupole and
magnetic sector field mass analyzers, such as their higher ion
transmission, the parallel detection of all masses, and the
unlimited mass range.137
It needs to be highlighted that combining the spectral,
imaging, and depth information obtained by SIMS, it is possible
to visualize three dimensional sample structures.138,139 For
instance, TOF-SIMS allows parallel mass detection with high
depth resolution and high image resolution.140,141 However, it
should be stated that high sensitivity is also required for ultrahigh lateral resolution (<150 nm) because focusing of the
primary beam to smaller diameters also reduces the beam
intensity. Therefore, in nanoSIMS, the ion probe has been
coupled to a double focusing mass spectrometer, with an electrostatic filter and a magnetic sector in the Mattauch–Herzog
configuration.142
Quantification procedure. Quantification of SIMS and SNMS
results is a difficult process since the secondary ion intensity

depends on several parameters, including the type of primary
ions, their energy, and their angle of incidence with respect to
the surface normal. The element of interest, the matrix in which
it is located, the background pressure in the analysis environment, as well as the crystal orientation are also important
parameters that it is necessary to take into account. Moreover,
it should be stated that the ionization probabilities can vary by
orders of magnitude depending on the mentioned parameters.
The relative influence of these parameters varies between
different matrices and, therefore, quantification methods to
convert the qualitative profiles (temporal variation of secondary
ion intensities) into quantitative profiles (concentration depth
profiles) are generally tedious and time consuming. For
instance, the existence of ‘‘matrix effects’’ in secondary ion mass
spectrometric analysis in different biological sample preparations has been described.143 Even if the matrix chemical
composition of C, H, O, and N is similar for all tissues and the
surrounding resin, a matrix effect has been observed. Tables 2
and 3 highlight the dependence of sensitivity (RSF1) on the
element of interest, the sign of the ions charge (cation or anion,
respectively), and the type of primary ions.144 Low RSFs mean
high sensitivity and, as a consequence, quantification procedure
of an unknown sample is generally carried out using a calibration sample with a close matrix stoichiometric, which contains
a known amount of the relevant element (matrix-matched
calibration).
Trends. The use of polyatomic primary beams (e.g. Au and Bi
clusters) allows a significantly increased yield of molecularcorrelated fragments, enabling higher signal intensities and
better secondary ion efficiencies.145 The lateral resolution is
currently in the order of 2–4 mm for Bin+/Au3+ and C60+,
respectively. Although numerous applications have been

Table 2 The following relative sensitivity factors (RSFs) have been measured for oxygen primary ion bombardment, positive secondary ions, and
a silicon matrix. (Reprinted with permission from Int. J. Mass Spectrometry. Ion Proc., 1995, 143, 43)
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Table 3 The following relative sensitivity factors (RSFs) have been measured for caesium primary ion bombardment, negative secondary ions, and
a silicon matrix. (Reprinted with permission from Int. J. Mass Spectrometry. Ion Proc., 1995, 143, 43)

recently reported for imaging on biotissues using SIMS and
SNMS, it should be stressed that the difficulties observed to
desorb big proteins (mainly lipids) as well as the low sensitivity
achieved are two of the main limitations of these mass spectrometric methods. Nevertheless, the recent development of
a new system for imaging MS using MeV ion beams (MeVSIMS) has demonstrated more than 1000-fold increase in
molecular ion yield from a peptide sample (1154 Da), compared
to keV ion irradiation.146 This significant enhancement of the
molecular ion yield is attributed to electronic excitation induced
in the near-surface region by the impact of high energy ions.
These results indicate that the MeV-SIMS technique can be
a powerful tool for high-resolution imaging in the mass range
from 100 to over 1000 Da. Moreover, the identification of
different molecules in complex samples, such as biological

matrices, has been improved through the development of
different statistical methods for the analysis of mass spectra and
images.147 Additionally, the use of femtosecond lasers for the
ionisation step in laser SNMS has shown to radically reduce the
fragmentation of large molecules, which otherwise is a limiting
factor for the biomolecule-identification capability of this
technique.148 On the other hand, the latest high-resolution
dynamic SIMS equipment (e.g. CAMECA NanoSIMS 50) has
a high lateral resolution (#50 nm using cesium ions, #150 nm
using oxygen ions), the ability to detect simultaneously 5
different ions from the same micro-volume and a very good
transmission even at high mass resolution (60% at m/Dm ¼
5000). Therefore, the decisive capability of this new instrument
has allowed recent methodological advances in the field of
biological imaging.149

Table 4 Selected fields and types of applications of the studied mass spectrometric methods
Technique/method

Field of application

Sample

Type of application

Lateral resolution

Depth resolution

Reference

LA-ICP-MS
LA-ICP-MS
LA-ICP-MS
LA-ICP-MS
LA-ICP-MS
LA-ICP-MS
GD-MS
GD-MS
GD-MS
GD-MS
SIMS
SIMS
Nano-SIMS
MeV-SIMS
SNMS + LA

Material Science
Metallurgical
Geochemical
Environmental
Environmental
Forensic
Glass industry
Material Science
Material Science
Material Science
Material Science
Glass Industry
Biological
Biological
Material Science

Ni–Cr
Fe-based
Zircons
Sediments and soils
Sediments and soils
Micro debris
Glass
Polymers
Alumina
Cu
Polymers
Glass
Cells
Cells
Cu

Depth profiling
Bulk
Isotopic/elemental ratios
Imaging
Bulk
Bulk
Bulk/depth profiling
Depth profiling
Depth profiling
Bulk
Surface/depth profiling
Depth profiling
Imaging
Imaging
Surface

20mm
100mm
20mm
150mm
200mm
50mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
20mm
20mm
<50 nm
mm
200 nm

300 nm

26
35
69
73
39
32
97
98
6
111
98
97
147
144
146
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10nm
<100nm
nm
<100nm
nm
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Table 5 Summary of the most relevant characteristics of the studied mass spectrometric methods
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Analytical Information
Sample Vacuum Conditions
Sample Throughput
Depth Resolution
Lateral Resolution
Limits of Detection
Quantitative Analysis
Sample Size and Shape
Requirements
Typical sample consumption
Typical precision values
More information on sample
requirements

GD-MS

LA-ICP-MS

SIMS/SNMS

Elemental/Molecular Isotopic
1–10 torr
min/sample
nm
mm
#mg/g
Possible use of matrix and nonmatrix matched calibration
samples
Usually, flat surface with an area
bigger than the GD anode
diameter (4–8 mm)
(100 ng–100 mg)
<3%
Conductivity for dc-GD; Press
pellets for the analysis of
powders; Porous samples require
special holder

Elemental Isotopic
760 torr (atmospheric)
min/sample
100 nm
mm
mg/g–ng/g
Generally, matrix-matched
calibration samples

Elemental/Molecular Isotopic
<10–8 torr
hour/sample
#nm
#100 nm
#ng/g
Matrix-matched calibration
samples required

Generally, limited by size of
ablation cell.

Limited by size of sample holder

(10 pg–100 ng)
<5%
Stable form (solid or pressed
powder and dry or cooledfrozen)

(pg–ng)
<10%
Suitable for high vacuum
conditions; usually flat surface;
cells usually cryofixed and
freeze-dried before embedding in
resin

Conclusions
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Despite the numerous advantages reported for the reviewed mass
spectrometric methods, there are some specific topics that still
need further investigation in order to better understand all the
processes involved in the analysis and, therefore, to extend their
fields of application. Further development and improvement of
LA-ICP-MS, GD-MS, and SIMS/SNMS instrumentation
requires the fundamental understanding of key-phenomena, such
as, the understanding of the sputtering/ablation mechanisms and
ionization/vaporization processes, the characterization of sputtered/ablated surfaces, ion/particles transport phenomena, and
detection methods.
Nevertheless, even recognizing the limitations of these mass
spectrometric methods, GD-MS, LA-ICP-MS and SIMS/
SNMS have already demonstrated their powerful analytical
capabilities (e.g. high spatial resolution, high sensitivity, low
limits of detection, multi-element capabilities, etc.) through
a great variety of applications, including the analysis of
different types of matrices such as environmental wastes, biological samples, geochemical materials, coatings, and semiconductors. In particular, Table 4 highlights some selected
fields and types of applications of the studied mass spectrometric methods. It is observed that LA-ICP-MS is used for
a wide variety of applications, providing a high lateral resolution (tens of mm) and an adequate depth resolution (hundreds
of nm). GD-MS is mainly used for material science applications
in bulk and depth profile analysis, showing a poor lateral
resolution (mm) but an excellent depth resolution (nm).
Furthermore, SIMS provides excellent lateral resolution (nm–
mm) and excellent depth resolution (nm), being adequate for
imaging and depth profiling applications in biology and material science.
It could be concluded that the own advantages and drawbacks
of these mass spectrometric techniques, summarized in Table 5,
convert them into a set of complementary analytical tools, which
cover many fields of applications in the area of direct solid
analysis.
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